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The laser-modulated magnetopolaron effect on shallow donors in semiconductors is investigated in the
presence of a magnetic field in the Voigt configuration. A nonperturbative approach is used to describe the
electron-photon interaction by including the radiation field in an exact way via a laser-dressed interaction
potential. Through a variational approach we evaluate the donor binding energy. We find that the interaction
strength of the laser-dressed Coulomb potential in the z direction cannot only be enhanced but also weakened
by the radiation field, while that in the x-y plane is only weakened. In this way, the binding energy of the states
with odd z parity, like 2pz, can be decreased or increased with respect to its static binding energy by the radiation
field, while that of the other states can be only decreased. Furthermore, all binding energies become insensitive
to the magnetic field if the radiation field is strong. The magnetopolaron effect on these energies is studied within
second-order time-dependent perturbation theory. In the nonresonant region, a laser-modulated magnetopolaron
correction, including the effect of single-photon processes, is observed. In the resonant region, a laser-modulated
magnetopolaron effect, accompanied by the emission and absorption of a single photon, is found. Moreover,
the 1s → 2p+ transition, accompanied by the emission of a single photon, is tuned by the radiation field into
resonance with the longitudinal-optical phonon branch. This is electrically analogous to the magnetopolaron
effect, and therefore we name it the dynamical magnetopolaron effect. Finally, by changing the frequency of the
radiation field, these interesting effects can be tuned to be far away from the reststrahlen band and, therefore, can
be detected experimentally. This in turn provides a direct measure of the electron-phonon interaction.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The interaction between electrons and longitudinal-optical
(LO) phonons is an important mechanism in polar semicon-
ductors and related nanostructures that limits the mobility
of electrons, renormalizes the electron mass, and results in
intriguing resonant phenomena. Particular interest has been
paid to the electron-LO-phonon interaction in polar semicon-
ductor systems when subjected to a strong magnetic field [1],
which is able to tune, e.g., shallow impurity levels into res-
onance. Because of the single-particle nature of the shallow
impurity system, possible complications arising from many-
body effects such as screening, interface, and Pauli exclusion
effects [2] can be safely neglected in the interpretation of
the observed phenomena. The consequences of electron-LO-
phonon interaction become particularly apparent when the
electronic transition associated with shallow-impurity states
is tuned by the magnetic field into resonance with the optical
modes, resulting in a resonant splitting of this transition. As
a result, a characteristic anticrossing behavior, the so-called
magnetopolaron effect (MPE), is clearly observed. This effect
has been extensively studied experimentally and theoretically
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for several decades in bulk semiconductors [3–5] as well as
in related low-dimensional systems including quantum wells
(QWs) [6], superlattices [7], and quantum dots (QDs) [8].
Most importantly, the resonant splitting of shallow-impurity
states resulting from the resonant interaction with the LO
phonon, in turn, provides a direct way to measure the strength
of the electron-phonon (e-p) interaction.

In classical far-infrared experiments, the intra-impurity
1s → 2p+ transition energy has been tuned into resonance
with the LO phonon energy using a high magnetic field [3,4].
In semiconductors having large effective electron mass and
high LO phonon energy, however, it is difficult to observe a
MPE in the 1s → 2p+ transition because it requires extreme
high magnetic field, especially for the case of GaN that
requires around 200 T to observe a MPE [5]. Moreover, the
resonant polaron splitting in weakly polar semiconductors
is small and, therefore, is difficult to observe a MPE on
shallow-impurity states due to the reststrahlen band [3,4,6,7].
Therefore, it is desirable to search for new ways to measure
the MPE on shallow-impurity states in low magnetic field and
away from the reststrahlen band.

With the advent of high-power, tunable, and linearly po-
larized laser sources such as CO2 and free-electron lasers
(FELs), new possibilities have arisen in studying the be-
havior of shallow-impurity states in semiconductors and re-
lated nanostructures when irradiated by an intense terahertz
(THz) laser field (ITLF) [9,10]. As a consequence, some
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important and distinctive phenomena associated with shallow-
impurity states in laser-driven semiconductor systems have
been observed theoretically and experimentally, such as the
dichotomy of a hydrogen atom [11] and exciton [12], the
stabilization of atomic hydrogen [13] and shallow impu-
rity [14] as well as exciton [15], an increase of positronium
lifetime [16], and a rapid decrease of the binding energy
with increasing laser field intensity in semiconductors [14,17]
while a red- or blueshift in binding energy with respect
to its static binding energy in semiconductor nanostructures
depending on its geometric parameters [18–20]. The ITLF
effects on shallow-impurity states can be detected experimen-
tally, for instance, by measuring the changes in the binding
energy and intra-impurity transition energy, which show up as
modification of the optical properties in laser-driven semicon-
ductor systems. This is why the behavior of shallow-impurity
states in laser-driven semiconductor systems has been widely
studies in the last few decades.

Recently, it has been found that the ITLF effects on the
intra-impurity state transition in semiconductor nanostruc-
tures can be as important as the effect of a magnetic field [19].
As a result, the study of the nonlinear magneto-optical prop-
erties of shallow-impurity states in bulk semiconductors [21]
as well as in low-dimensional systems including QWs [22],
quantum well wires [23], and QDs [24] under magnetic and
ITLFs has been of tremendous interest due to their promising
applications in designing new efficient optoelectronic devices
manipulated by the two external fields [25]. These studies
show that the magneto-optical properties of shallow-impurity
states in laser-driven semiconductor systems are strongly
affected, not only by the geometric parameters, but also
by the magnetic field and ITLF through the laser-dressed
potential. This indicates that the two external fields can be
properly chosen, together with an appropriate choice of ge-
ometric parameters, to produce desired physical properties
of shallow-impurity states in such laser-driven semiconductor
systems. On the other hand, the e-p interaction in semicon-
ductors and related nanostructures subjected simultaneously
to magnetic field and ITLF can be tuned by these exter-
nal fields. This mechanism, however, becomes suppressed
when the ITLF is intense enough, meanwhile the effective
electron-photon interaction is enhanced [26,27]. Therefore, it
is expected that laser-modulated MPE on shallow-impurity
states are experimentally observable in semiconductors and
related nanostructures under magnetic and ITLFs. In our
recent work we proposed a nonperturbative approach to in-
vestigate the MPE on shallow-donor states in GaAs when
irradiated by ITLF within the Faraday configuration, where
we find that not only the donor binding energy but also
the MPE are appropriately adjusted by the two external
fields [28].

The present work is concerned with the magneto-optical
properties of shallow-donor states in semiconductors under
magnetic and ITLFs within the Voigt configuration [3]. We
use the nonperturbative approach in combination with a vari-
ational approach to investigate the effect of the two external
fields on the donor binding energy. Thus the laser-modulated
MPE is studied using time-dependent perturbation theory
(TdPT). This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we
outline the nonperturbative approach together with the TdPT.

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of a shallow donor D+ in a bulk
semiconductor in the presence of ITLF and magnetic field within the
Voigt configuration. Here �k is the wave vector of the applied ITLF.

Section III presents our numerical results and discussions, and
concluding remarks are given in Sec. IV.

II. THEORETICAL APPROACH

A. Electronic states

We consider the situation where a static magnetic field
�B = (0, 0, B), with vector potential �AB = 1

2 [�B × �R], is applied
along z direction of a bulk semiconductor, meanwhile, an
ITLF is applied along the x direction and linearly polarized
parallel to the magnetic field, as shown in Fig. 1. Under the
usual dipole approximation, the vector potential induced by
the ITLF is given as �At = (F0/ω) cos(ωt )�ez and expressed in
the Coulomb gauge with F0 and ω being the amplitude and
angular frequency of the laser field, respectively. Within the
effective-mass approximation, the time-dependent Hamilto-
nian of a shallow-donor impurity in this laser-driven semicon-
ductor system is given, in the absence of e-p interaction, by

He(�R, t ) = 1

2m∗ (�p + e�A)2 + V (�R), (1)

where m∗ is the electron effective mass, �A = �At + �AB, �p =
−ih̄∇ and �R are the momentum and position operators of the
electron, respectively, and V (�R) = −e2/ε|�R| is the Coulomb
potential induced by the electron-impurity interaction with ε

being the dielectric constant of the medium.
Due to the time-dependent feature of the Hamiltonian

for describing such a electron-impurity system as given in
Eq. (1), in principle, we have to make use of a nonperturbative
approach [21,28–30] to seek the solution of the corresponding
time-dependent Schrödinger equation, namely,

ih̄
∂�(�R, t )

∂t
= He(�R, t )�(�R, t ). (2)

As in the Voigt configuration the two external fields are not
directly coupled with each other, the time-dependent unitary
transformation proposed in Refs. [21,28–30] is redefined as

U = exp

(
i

h̄
ft

)
exp

(
i

h̄
αt pz

)
exp

(
i

h̄
υt z

)
, (3)

where pz = −ih̄∂/∂z is the momentum operator along the
z direction, ft is an arbitrary time-dependent function, and
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αt and υt are the coordinate and phase shifts, respectively.
By performing this transformation on Eq. (2) and making
use of the arbitrariness of αt , υt , and ft as the initial condi-
tions [30,31], one obtains

ih̄
∂ψ (�R, t )

∂t
= H̃e(�R, t )ψ (�R, t ), (4)

where

H̃e(�R, t ) = 1

2m∗ (�p + e�AB)2 + V (�R + �αt ). (5)

Here �αt = α0 sin(ωt )�ez describes the quiver motion of a clas-
sical electron, with α0 = eF0/(m∗ω2) being the laser-dressing
parameter. It is apparent that �αt is identical to that only under
an ITLF [14,32] but is quite different from that in the Faraday
configuration [28], since there is no direct coupling between
the two external fields in the Voigt configuration. Moreover,
Eq. (4) is eminently suitable in describing the electronic states
subjected simultaneously to two external applied fields since
the time dependence has been transferred from the momentum
term to the potentials associated with laser-driven semicon-
ductor systems, which is completely equivalent to Eq. (2).
In the calculation we have used αt , υt , and ft to cancel the
time-dependent terms in H̃e(�R, t ) that are linear in �p and �R and
the terms that depend only on time [30]. Note that such initial
conditions have been widely and successfully used in solving
time-dependent problems [28,31]. Moreover, no assumptions
concerning the validity of Eqs. (3)–(5) have been made so far,
so that the unitary transformation defined in Eq. (3) can be
used either as an intense or a weak laser field in the Voigt
configuration.

In Eq. (5), the time-dependent laser-dressed Coulomb po-
tential (LdCP) is obtained by

V (�R + �αt ) = − e2

ε(R2 + a2)1/2
(1 − bt )

−1/2, (6)

where bt = [a2 cos(2ωt ) − 2�R · �αt ]/(R2 + a2) with a =
α0/

√
2. According to the previous approximation [33]

widely used in studying the variation characteristics of
shallow-impurity states under ITLFs [34,35], Eq. (6) can be
simplified as a time-independent one which is essentially the
time averaged of the LdCP, namely,

V (R, a) = − e2

ε(R2 + a2)1/2

[
1 + 3

16

8z2a2 + a4

(R2 + a2)2

]
, (7)

which is identical to the well-known result obtained previ-
ously for electrons bound on liquid helium [36]. Different
from the LdCP obtained in the Faraday configuration [28],
this LdCP is only affected by the ITLFs. In the absence of the
ITLFs, the LdCP reduces to the bare Coulomb potential. In
contrast, in the opposite limit of high laser-dressing parameter
the LdCP approaches zero, implying that the ITLF effects are
to produce a laser-modulated Coulomb potential such that the
donor states can be effectively tuned by the ITLFs. Moreover,
it has been shown that this approximation is valid for the
description of a shallow impurity under either an intense or
weak laser field [28,33–36]. In addition, υt = 0 and ft =
−Eem[t + sin(2ωt )/(2ω)] with Eem = e2F 2

0 /4m∗ω2 being the
ponderomotive energy [14] induced by the radiation field.
Interestingly, Eem will lead to a blueshift in the fundamental

absorption edge known as dynamical Franz-Keldysh effect
(DFKE) [37] in laser-driven semiconductor systems.

By substituting Eq. (7) into Eq. (5), one may straightfor-
wardly obtain a time-independent Hamiltonian in the acceler-
ated frame of reference, namely,

H̃e(�R) = 1

2m∗ (�p + e�AB)2 + V (R, a), (8)

which is identical to that of the hydrogenic system under a
static magnetic field [3,4] or two external fields in the Faraday
configuration [28], except for the LdCP term V (R, a). It is
obvious that the Schrödinger equation corresponding to H̃e(�R)
cannot be solved exactly, so that we rely on a variational
calculation for the donor states. In this way we adopt the same
trial wave functions as used in Refs. [3,4,28], namely,

ψnmp(ρ, φ, z) = ρ|m|zpeimφe−ξρ2−ζR(1 − λRσ ), (9)

where Rσ = (ρ2 + σ 2z2)1/2 and λ is nonzero only for the 2s
state and is determined such that this state is orthogonal to
the ground state. The variational parameters ξ , ζ , and σ are
determined such that they minimize the unperturbed energy

E (0)
nmp = 〈ψnmp|H̃e(�R)|ψnmp〉

〈ψnmp|ψnmp〉 . (10)

In this study, we limit ourselves to those donor states that
are most likely to be observed in experiments [3–5], so that
it is sufficient to include the following states in the calcu-
lations: 1s = |1, 0, 0〉, 2s = |2, 0, 0〉, 2pz = |2, 0, 1〉, 2p± =
|2,±1, 0〉, 3d−2 = |3,−2, 0〉, and 4 f −3 = |4,−3, 0〉. In ad-
dition, the binding energy of the ith [i = (n, m, p)] donor state
is defined by

Eb
i = EN − E (0)

i , (11)

where EN = (N + 1/2)h̄ωc is the N th Landau level (LL)
energy with N = 1 for i = 2p+, N = 0 for the rest of the
considered donor states, and ωc = eB/m∗ being the cyclotron
frequency for a free electron.

B. Magnetopolaron correction

In the accelerated frame of reference, the Fröhlich Hamil-
tonian Hep for e-p coupling is converted into a laser-dressed
oscillating potential (LdOP) [27,28,38]. The Hamiltonian Hep

can be cast into a suitable form through a unitary transforma-
tion U †Hep(�R)U , namely,

H̃ep(�R, t ) =
∑
�Q,n

[Ṽ�Qa�Qei(�Q·�R+nθ ) + Ṽ ∗
�Q

a†
�Q

e−i(�Q·�R+nθ )], (12)

where (a�Q, a†
�Q

) are the annihilation and creation operators of a

LO phonon with wave vector �Q = (�q, qz ), θ = ωt , and Ṽ�Q =
Jn(qzα0)V�Q is the laser-modulated e-p coupling [28,38] with
Jn(x) being the Bessel function of the first kind and |V�Q|2 =
4παLOL0(h̄ω�Q)2/Q2V with L0 being the polaron radius, αLO

being the standard Fröhlich coupling constant, V being the
volume of the system, and ω�Q being the LO phonon frequency.
Obviously the LdOP depends on time and thus cannot produce
a stationary e-p coupling, which is effectively adjusted by
the ITLFs via the Bessel function, leading to a decreasing
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behavior of the LdOP with increasing α0. In the absence of
the ITLFs (i.e., F0 → 0), due to limx→0 Jn(x) = δn,0, we have

Hep(�R) =
∑
�Q

[V�Qa�Qei�Q·�R + V ∗
�Q

a†
�Q

e−i�Q·�R], (13)

which is the well-known LO phonon Hamiltonian in the field-
free case [4,27].

The energy shift of the ith donor state in a weakly polar
semiconductor due to the LdOP for e-p interaction is, within
second order TdPT [39], given by [28]

�Ei = −
∑
j,n′

∑
�Q

|〈ψ j ; �Q|Hep(�R)|ψi;�0〉|2J2
n′ (qzα0)

h̄ω�Q + n′h̄ω + E (0)
j − E (0)

i − �i

, (14)

where �i = 0 for all donor states in the polaron nonres-
onant region which corresponds to Rayleigh-Schrödinger
perturbation theory (RSPT), and �2p+ = �E2p+ − �E1s for
the 2p+ state in the polaron resonant region that corre-
sponds to improved Wigner-Brillouin perturbation theory
(IWBPT) [3,4,6–8]. Note that we have successfully applied
the TdPT to study the MPE on the donor states under two
external fields in the Faraday configuration recently [28]. In
Eq. (14), |ψ j ; �Q〉 characterizes a state that consists of an
electron with unperturbed energy E (0)

j and a LO phonon with

momentum h̄�Q and energy h̄ω�Q, and n′ refers to emission
and absorption of photons with energy n′h̄ω switched by the
Bessel function. In the absence of the ITLFs (i.e., F0 → 0),
due to limx→0 Jn′ (x) = δn′,0, the magnetopolaron correction
(MPC) �Ei obtained in Eq. (14) reduces to the well-known
MPC previously obtained by using IWBPT derived in the
absence of radiation field [3,4,6–8].

It is possible to calculate Eq. (14) approximately and
to carry out the sum

∑
j formally in such a way that we

only need to include a few relevant donor states to calculate
the polaron shift to the donor energy levels. Following the
procedure described in Ref. [40], Eq. (14) can be cast into
a simple and practical expression

�Ei = −αLOh̄ωLO −
∑
j,n′

∑
�Q

|〈ψ j ; �Q|Hep(�R)|ψi;�0〉|2

× J2
n′ (qzα0)

(
E (0)

i + �i + Q2 − E (0)
j − n′h̄ω

)2

(h̄ωLO + Q2)2
(
h̄ωLO + n′h̄ω + E (0)

j − E (0)
i − �i

) ,

(15)

which is composed of two terms: (i) the first −αLOh̄ωLO is
the polaron correction of a free electron in the field-free case;
and (ii) the second term results from the contribution of the
two external fields and depends on the specific donor states.
For these reasons we only need to evaluate the second term
on the right-hand side of Eq. (15) to calculate the MPC for
the donor states. Notice that we have already adopted a wave-
vector-independent phonon frequency, say ω�Q = ωLO, in the
calculation.

According to Refs. [3,6–8,28], the MPC in the polaron
nonresonant region is given by

�Ei = −αLO

[
h̄ωLO + 2

3

〈ψi|(�p + e�AB)2|ψi〉
2m∗〈ψi|ψi〉

]
, (16)

which is in line with previous results [3,6–8] obtained for
donor states in the absence of a radiation field, indicating that
photon processes do not contribute to the MPC in this region.
It has been shown that Eq. (16) is a good approximation to
Eq. (15) for all considered donor states under two arbitrary
external fields [28], except for the 2p+ state. For the 2p+
state we follow Refs. [3,6–8,28], then the MPC is given, in
the vicinity of the polaron resonant region, by

�E2p+ = �E2p− −
∑

i=2p±, j

∑
�Q

mi
|〈ψ j ; �Q|Hep(�R)|ψi;�0〉|2

(h̄ωLO + Q2)2

×
∑

n′

(
E (0)

j + n′h̄ω − E (0)
i − Q2

)2
J2

n′ (qzα0)(
h̄ωLO + n′h̄ω + E (0)

j − E (0)
i − �i

) ,

(17)

where mi is the magnetic quantum number of the ith state,
�E2p− is the nonresonant MPC calculated from Eq. (16), and
the sum

∑
j includes only the relevant states. Distinct from

Eq. (16), the photon processes have considerable effect on the
MPC of the 2p+ state in the polaron resonant region.

Finally, the effect of band nonparabolicity on the donor
states is taken into account by using the standard Kane
model [41]

Enp = Eg

2

[
−1 +

(
1 + 4

Ep

Eg

)1/2
]
, (18)

where Ep and Enp are the donor energy levels with and with-
out the effect of band nonparabolicity, respectively, and Eg

is the energy gap of the material. This model has been applied
to successfully describe band nonparabolicity for the donor
transition energies in bulk GaAs [3,28].

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The numerical results of this paper pertain to a shallow
donor in GaAs bulk semiconductor. In the calculations the
material parameters are taken as (i) effective-electron mass
ratio m∗/me = 0.067, with me being the free-electron mass;
(ii) high-frequency dielectric constant ε = 10.9 due to
the presence of ITLFs; (iii) LO-phonon energy h̄ωLO =
36.75 meV; (iv) electron-LO-phonon coupling constant
αLO = 0.068; and (v) band gap Eg = 1.52 eV. For conve-
nience we introduce dimensionless units expressed in terms
of the Bohr radius a∗ = h̄2ε/m∗e2 = 8.61 nm, the Rydgerg
energy R∗ = (h̄/a∗)2/2m∗ = 7.67 meV, and the dimension-
less parameter γ = (a∗/lB)2 for magnetic-field strength with
magnetic length lB = (h̄/eB)1/2.

This section is organized as follows. In Secs. III A and III B
we, respectively, outline the ITLF and magnetic field effects
on the donor binding energy and explain the related physi-
cal mechanisms. The laser-modulated MPC with considering
optical channels to the donor energy levels is calculated
in Sec. III C. The laser-modulated MPE accompanied by
emission and absorption of a single photon is discussed in
Sec. III D and the dynamical magnetopolaron effect is pre-
sented in Sec. III E.
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FIG. 2. The dependence of the binding energy for the few lowest
states as a function of the laser-dressing parameter α0 at fixed
γ = 0.1 (left figure) and γ = 3.0 (right figure). Here the horizontal
dashed lines represent the static donor binding energy in the absence
of the ITLFs.

A. ITLF effect on the donor binding energy

A careful analysis of Eq. (8) reveals that the influence
of ITLFs on the donor states is through the laser-dressing
parameter α0 = eF0/(m∗ω2) ∝ F0/ω

2. This indicates that the
laser field intensity and frequency affect the donor binding
energy in the opposite way. As a result, we only need to
investigate the dependence of the donor binding energy on
α0. The results are shown in Fig. 2. For comparison, the
static results corresponding to the absence of an ITLF are also
shown by the horizontal dashed lines.

It is apparent that the binding energy is the static binding
energy in the low-α0 limit. Then, as α0 increases, the binding
energy of the 2pz states increases slightly at first, and after
reaching a maximum, the binding energy rapidly decreases.
This behavior is similar to that in the Faraday configura-
tion [28]. In contrast, the binding energy of the other states
monotonically decreases with increasing α0, which is similar
to that found in the presence of the ITLFs [14,17]. Finally,
the binding energy of all donor states approaches zero in the
high-α0 limit, indicating that the shallow donor is ionized.
This is diametrically opposed to the previous results with only
ITLFs where the state remains stable [14,17].

In order to understand the behavior of the donor binding
energy in the ITLFs, we calculate the effective width of the
wave functions of the donor states. Following the method
described in Ref. [42], the effective widths in the x-y plane and
in the z direction are, respectively, given by rρ = [〈ρ2〉/2]1/2

and rz = [〈z2 + α2
0〉]1/2. The results for rρ and rz associated

with the 1s and 2pz states are shown in Fig. 3, where the points
a, b, c, and d correspond to those indicated in Fig. 2(b) by
the square symbols. For comparison, the static results related
to the absence of an ITLF are also displayed by horizontal
dashed lines. Here we do not plot the effective width related
to the other states since the behavior of the binding energy for
these states in the ITLFs is similar to that of the ground state
as shown in Fig. 2.

FIG. 3. The effective width of the wave functions for the 1s and
2pz states in the x-y plane and in the z direction as a function of α0 at
fixed γ as indicated. The horizontal dashed lines represent the static
width in the absence of the ITLFs. Inset: The region with small width
are enlarged. In (b) points a, b, c, and d correspond to those indicated
in Fig. 2(b).

From Fig. 3 it is clear that both rρ and rz of the 1s and 2pz

states remains constant in the low-α0 limit, suggesting that the
ITLF effect on these two states can be neglected, in agreement
with Fig. 2. After that, both rρ and rz of the 1s state increase
exponentially with increasing α0, suggesting a decrease of the
impurity-electron localization, which leads to a decrease of
the donor binding energy. In contrast, both rρ and rz of the 2pz

state considerably decrease at first, but after they reach their
minima, rρ and rz exponentially increase with increasing α0.
This suggests that the impurity-electron localization of the 2pz

state first increases appreciably with increasing α0, but after a
critical value of α0, it decreases rapidly with α0, resulting in
a similar variation of the binding energy with α0 as shown in
Fig. 2. In addition, the width rρ for both 1s and 2pz states
becomes independent on the laser-dressing parameter α0 in
the high-α0 limit when γ = 3, which is a result of the fact that
the LdCP approaches zero in this case as reflected in Eq. (7)
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FIG. 4. Comparison of the bare Coulomb potential (red solid
curve) with the LdCP for a shallow donor at fixed magnetic field
γ = 3 in the (a) z direction and in the (b) x-y plane. In (a) and (b) a,
b, c, and d correspond to the points indicated in Fig. 2(b).

such that the ITLF effect on the wave function of the shallow
donor can be neglected.

Figure 3 also clearly shows that rz is significantly larger
than rρ for both 1s and 2pz states, particularly in the high-α0

limit, which indicates that the donor states in the x-y plane
are more localized than that in the z direction. As a result, the
impurity-electron localization of the donor states in the x-y
plane plays a crucial role in the determination of the binding
energy, which is evident by the fact that only the variation of
the rρ for the 2pz state with α0 is physically consistent with the
dependence of its binding energy on α0, as shown in Fig. 3(b).
The reason is that the magnetic field produces an additional
lateral electronic confinement in the x-y plane, leading to a
more remarkable reduction in rρ than in rz. Meanwhile the
ITLF has a direct effect on rz but an indirect effect on rρ ,
resulting in a more considerable increase in rz than in rρ .
Consequently, rz becomes much larger than rρ . In addition,
rz for the 2pz state does not reach its minimum at point b and
does not go back to the static width at point c as shown in
Fig. 3(b), which is due to the fact that rz is directly affected by
the ITLF and thus rapidly increases with increasing α0 since
rz ∝ α0.

To provide insights into the novel behaviors of the width
observed in Fig. 3, we investigate how the ITLFs modulate
the LdCP and, therefore modulate the width and, finally, tunes
the donor binding energy. For simplicity, here we consider
two special cases: V (z, a) and V (ρ, a), respectively, in the
z direction and in the x-y plane. The results for V (z, a) and
V (ρ, a) at fixed magnetic field γ = 3 are shown in Fig. 4,
where a, b, c, and d correspond to the points indicated in
Fig. 2(b).

Figure 4 clearly shows that the influence of the ITLF on
the LdCP can be neglected when α0 is less than or equal to
that at point a, in which the LdCP is completely equivalent
to the bare Coulomb potential. In this case, it results in a
static width as shown in Fig. 3(b) and, consequently, in a
static binding energy as shown in Fig. 2(b). In Fig. 4(a),

FIG. 5. The dependence of the binding energy for few lowest
donor states on the magnetic field parameter γ for different α0 as
indicated.

when α0 changes from a to b, V (z, a) decreases in the region
with small z but increases in the region with large value of z,
thus on the average V (z, a) increases with increasing α0 and
becomes largest at point b. After that the average V (z, a) de-
creases with increasing α0 and becomes equivalent to the bare
Coulomb potential at point c, and then it rapidly decreases
with increasing α0. In sharp contrast, when α0 changes from
a to d, V (ρ, a) decreases with increasing α0. In this way, the
donor states with odd z parity are more sensitive to V (z, a)
than to V (ρ, a), whereas the other donor states behave in an
opposite way. As a result, the width of the 2pz state exhibits a
nonmonotonic dependence on α0 while that of the other states
exhibits a monotonic dependence on α0 as shown in Fig. 3,
leading to the novel behavior of the donor binding energy as
observed in Fig. 2. Note that we found that the binding energy
of the donor state with odd z parity exhibits a nonmonotonic
dependence on the laser-dressing parameter α0 in laser-driven
semiconductor systems (see Appendix).

B. Magnetic field effect on the donor binding energy

Figure 5 shows the dependence of the binding energy for
the few lowest donor states as a function of the magnetic
field γ for different α0. As α0 increases the binding energy
for the 1s, 2s, 2p±, 3d−2, and 4 f −3 states becomes smaller
than the static one and becomes more and more remarkable
with increase of α0. In contrast, the binding energy for the
2pz state becomes larger than the static one with α0 up to
the value of α0/a∗ = 1, and then it begins to decrease with
increasing α0 and becomes considerable smaller than the
static one when α0/a∗ � 7. Moreover, the binding energy for
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FIG. 6. The effective width of the wave functions for the 1s
and 2pz states in the x-y plane (top figure) and in the z direction
(bottom figure) as a function of the magnetic field for different α0 as
indicated. Inset: The region with large γ is enlarged.

all donor states increases with increasing γ when α0/a∗ � 1,
while it becomes insensitive to the magnetic field in the region
with γ > 1 when α0/a∗ � 7.

The above behavior of the binding energy can be under-
stood from Fig. 6, where the effective widths rρ and rz for the
1s and 2pz states are plotted as a function of the magnetic field
for different α0. Here we only plot the width for two typical
states because the magnetic field effect on the binding energy
for the other states is qualitative similar to that of the 1s state
as shown in Fig. 5. Note that, when α0/a∗ = 10−4, the widths
rρ and rz remain the static ones related to the absence of an
ITLF.

Figure 6 shows that both rρ and rz for the 1s state become
larger than the static ones with increasing α0, indicating that
the electron wave function is more spread out, which leads
to a smaller binding energy when compared with the static
one as shown in Fig. 5(a). A similar dependence of rz for the
2pz state on α0 is also noticed. However, rρ for the 2pz state
becomes smaller than the static one with α0 up to the value
of α0/a∗ = 1, after that it increases rapidly with increasing
α0 and becomes larger than the static one when α0/a∗ � 7,
suggesting that the impurity-electron localization of the 2pz

state in the x-y plane first increases, but after a critical value of
α0, it decreases rapidly with α0, resulting in a nonmonotonic
behavior of the binding energy for the 2pz state as shown in
Fig. 5(c). This is a consequence of the fact that the impurity-
electron localization of the 2pz state in the x-y plane plays a
crucial role in determining its binding energy, since rρ is much
smaller than rz as shown in Fig. 6.

Moreover, rz for the 1s and 2pz states almost does not
depend on the magnetic field in the region with γ � 1 while
rρ for these two states decreases with increasing γ . Note
that the LdCP is only affected by the ITLFs. The LdCP
is remarkably weakened with respect to the bare Coulomb
potential when α0/a∗ � 7, which is evident by the fact that
rz becomes significant larger than the static width as shown

FIG. 7. Shifts of the energy levels due to the electron-LO-phonon
interaction vs the magnetic field for a donor in GaAs for different α0

as indicated. αLO h̄ωLO indicates the polaron shift of a free electron in
the field-free case. In (b), the region with small γ is enlarged.

in Fig. 6, resulting in a reduction of the Coulomb force such
that it becomes much smaller than the magnetic force. As a
result, the bound states are lying just below the relevant LLs
of a free electron when α0/a∗ � 7, that is, the donor energy
levels and the relevant LLs have almost the same dependence
on the magnetic field, leading to a magnetic field independent
donor binding energy in the region with γ � 1 as shown in
Fig. 5.

C. laser-modulated magnetopolaron correction

In order to investigate how the ITLFs modulate the MPC
in low magnetic field (i.e., below polaron resonant region),
the MPC is calculated by using Eq. (17) for the 2p+ state
and Eq. (16) for the other states. For simplicity, we only
consider the case of f = 1 THz with single-photon process as
a representative example. In Fig. 7 we depict the MPC to the
1s and 2pz states for different α0, where the polaron shift of a
free electron in the field-free case, i.e., αLOh̄ωLO, is indicated
for reference. Here we do not plot the MPC for the other states
since the behavior of the binding energy and the width are
similar to that of the 1s state. Note that when α0/a∗ = 10−4,
the MPC remains the static one related to the absence of an
ITLF.

In Fig. 7 as expected the MPC increases with increasing γ

due to an additional lateral electronic confinement induced by
the magnetic field, leading to |�Ei| � αLOh̄ωLO. Moreover,
the MPC to the 1s state can be effectively modulated by the
ITLFs to be redshifted with respect to the static MPC, whereas
that of the 2pz state can be adjusted to be not only redshifted
but also blueshifted, which are physically consistent with the
behavior of their width as shown in Fig. 6. However, the
amount by which the MPCs are red- and blueshifted are much
smaller than that of the binding energy, which is a result of
the fact that the LdOP for the e-p coupling decreases with
increasing α0, as reflected in Eq. (12).

Figure 8 shows the explicit dependence of the MPC for
the 2p+ state with and without single-photon process on the
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FIG. 8. Shift of energy levels of the 2p+ state with (solid curves)
and without (short dashed-dotted curves) single-photon process vs
the magnetic field for a donor in GaAs at fixed radiation frequency
f = 1 THz for different α0 as indicated. Here αLO h̄ωLO is shown to
indicate the polaron shift of a free electron in the field-free case.

magnetic field at fixed f = 1 THz for several values of α0.
From this, it is clear that the MPC for the 2p+ state without
single-photon process exhibits a behavior similar to that of the
1s state due to the similar behavior of the impurity-electron
localization, which rapidly increases with increasing γ when
γ > 1.5 since the 2p+ state is moving close to resonance [3].
The MPC with single-photon processes is equivalent to that
without single-photon process when α0/a∗ = 10−4, indicating
that the effect of the photon process on the MPC can be
neglected. On the contrary, when α0/a∗ � 1, the MPC with
single-photon process becomes considerably larger than that
without single-photon process and becomes more and more
significant with increasing γ , which is a consequence of the
fact that a new scattering channel has been opened up for the
MPC by considering the effect of the single-photon process
and the donor states become more and more localized with
increasing γ . This indicates that the effect of the photon
process on the MPC can be detected experimentally.

D. laser-modulated magnetopolaron effect

Iteratively solving Eq. (17), we find the laser-modulated
MPE accompanied by the emission and absorption of
a single photon. Our numerical results for the 1s →
2s, 2p±, 2pz, 3d−2, and 4 f −3 transition energies including
the effect of polaron, single-photon process, and band non-
parabolicity are shown in Figs. 9 and 10 by the solid curves
as a function of the magnetic field γ . We fix f = 1 THz
for several different values of α0, in which the MPE is
accompanied by elastic scattering (�) and absorption (�)
and emission (�) of a single photon. Different branches of
the 1s → 2p+ transition are marked with different colors in
the same scattering channel. As a reference we have also
plotted the transition energies without any correction indi-
cated by thin dashed curves. For comparison, moreover, the
results including the effect of polaron and band nonparabolic-
ity (short dashed-dotted curves) and including the effect of

single-photon process and polaron (dotted curves) are also
depicted in these figures, respectively.

Figure 9 shows that, without considering the influence
of the single-photon process, near resonance only five
branches of the 1s → 2p+ transition are observed which
are a consequence of the liftings of the E (0)

2p+ and E (0)
i +

h̄ωLO (i = 1s, 2p−, 3d−2, 4 f −3, 2pz) degeneracies. In con-
trast, ten additional branches of the 1s → 2p+ transition
are observed in the resonant region when the effect of the
single-photon process have been taken into account, resulting
from the liftings of the E (0)

2p+ and E (0)
i + h̄ωLO ± h̄ω (i =

1s, 2p−, 3d−2, 4 f −3, 2pz) degeneracies which correspond to
the MPE accompanied by the absorption and emission of
a single photon. This is similar to the results previously
obtained in the Faraday configuration, except for the cyclotron
motion [28]. Most importantly, the additional branches of the
1s → 2p+ transition can be tuned to be far away from the
reststrahlen band by changing the radiation frequency and,
therefore, leading to the observation of a MPE accompanied
by the absorption and emission of a single photon in low
magnetic field.

By comparing Fig. 9(b) with Fig. 10, we can see that a
remarkable characteristic anticrossing gap of the MPE accom-
panied by the absorption and emission of a single photon
is observed when α0/a∗ = 1, which is comparable to that
without the single-photon process and thus changes the donor
energy levels appreciably in the resonant region. However,
when the radiation level is intense enough, i.e., when α0/a∗ �
7, the characteristic anticrossing gap become unclear, which
is a consequence of the fact that the donor energy levels
approach each other due to the weakening of the LdCP in
this case and the LdOP for the e-p coupling decreases with
increasing α0. This implies that the magnetic and ITLFs can
be properly chosen to generate the desired MPE accompanied
by the absorption and emission of a single photon in this
laser-driven semiconductor system, which in turn provides a
new direct measure of the e-p interaction in low magnetic
field.

Figures 9 and 10 also show that the 1s → 2s, 2p±,

2pz, 3d−2, and 4 f −3 transition energies increase with increas-
ing γ when α0/a∗ � 10−4, which results from the additional
lateral confinement induced by the magnetic field. However,
the 1s → 2p−, 3d−2, and 4 f −3 transition energies become a
slightly decreasing function of γ when α0/a∗ = 1 and become
a rapid decreasing function of γ with further increase of α0.
This is due to the fact that the dependence of the energy levels
of the 2p−, 3d−2, and 4 f −3 states on the magnetic field is
slightly weaker than that of the 1s state and become more
and more significant with increasing α0. On the contrary, the
1s → 2s and 2pz transition energies become insensitive to
the magnetic field in the region with γ > 1 when α0/a∗ =
7 because these donor energy levels have almost the same
dependence on magnetic field. In addition, the effect of the
band nonparabolicity on the donor energy levels become more
and more important with increasing α0.

To demonstrate feasibility of experimental observations of
the laser-modulated MPE, we calculate the oscillator strength
(OS) and the absorption cross section (ACS) for the transitions
shown in Figs. 9 and 10. This is because the OS and ACS
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FIG. 9. Transition energy as a function of the magnetic field for several major donor transitions at fixed f = 1 THz and α0/a∗ = 10−4

when the MPE (a) without and (b) with the effect of the single-photon process. For comparison, we consider the following cases: (1) without
any correction (thin dashed curves); (2) with the polaron effect and band nonparabolicity; (3) including the polaron effect and single-photon
process (dotted curves); and (4) including the polaron effect, single-photon process, and band nonparabolicity (solid curves), in which the
MPE is accompanied by the elastic-photon scattering (�) and the emission (�) and absorption (�) of single photon. In (a) and (b) the yellow
shaded rectangle denotes the reststrahlen band.

can be detected in experiments [43]. The OS fi j and ACS
σ for a transition from energy level i to energy level j are,
respectively, given by [39,43,44]

fi j = 2m∗(E (0)
j − E (0)

i

)
h̄2 |〈 j|�e · �R|i〉|2

and

σ = 4π2α
(
E (0)

j − E (0)
i

)
h̄

|〈 j|�e · �R|i〉|2δ(E (0)
j − E (0)

i − h̄�
)
.

Here α is the fine structure constant, and �e and h̄� are the
unit polarization vector of the incident optical field and its
photon energy, respectively. In the presence of broadening
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γ γ

without any correction

without any correction

FIG. 10. The same as Fig. 9 for (a) α0/a∗ = 1 and (b) α0/a∗ = 7. The marked areas are enlarged in the insets.

of the shallow-donor states, the δ function in ACS can be
replaced by a narrow Lorentzian by means of

δ
(
E (0)

j − E (0)
i − h̄�

) = h̄�/π(
E (0)

j − E (0)
i − h̄�

)2 + (h̄�)2
,

where � is the donor linewidth, which we takes as 0.1R∗ in
line with literature [45]. The results are shown in Figs. 11
and 12, respectively. Here we do not plot the OS and the ACS
for the other transitions since the behaviors of these transitions
are similar to that of 1s → 2p± and 2pz transitions. From

Figs. 11 and 12 it is clear that both OS and ACS for the 1s →
2p+ and 2pz transitions increase with increasing α0, indicating
that these two transitions can be enhanced by the ITLF with
respect to the static one. In sharp contrast, both OS and
ACS for the 1s → 2p− transition decrease with increasing α0,
however, it still can be clearly observed with an appropriate
choice of the ITLF intensity. Note that the OSs discussed here
are larger than unity, which does not violate the sum rule
for OS since the transitions studied represent only a small
fraction of all possible transitions in the electronic spectrum.
Similar relative OS has been reported in the literature [46].
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FIG. 11. The OS for the 1s → 2p± and 2pz transitions as a
function of the magnetic field for different α0 as indicated.

The ACS has the same order of magnitude as previous ex-
perimental results in Ref. [43]. Most importantly, the static
transitions shown in this paper have been already observed
experimentally in the absence of the ITLF [3]. Moreover, the
current generation of FELs can provide intense laser fields
in the THz bandwidth, which makes our theoretical findings
testable. This analysis shows that the laser-modulated MPE
observed in Figs. 9 and 10 can be realized in experiments by
using THz FEL radiation.

To further confirm feasibility of experimental observations
of the laser-modulated MPE, we also investigate how the ITLF
modulate the matrix elements of the LdOP for e-p interaction
and, therefore modulate the MPE in such laser-driven semi-
conductor systems. The matrix elements of the LdOP for e-p

FIG. 12. The ACS for the 1s → 2p± and 2pz transitions as a
function of the incident photon energy h̄� for different γ and α0

as indicated.

FIG. 13. The values of the LdOP transition matrix elements as
a function of the magnetic field for different α0 when the LdOP
transition matrix elements (a) without and (b) with the effect of the
single-photon process.

interaction is given by

Hi, j
I =

∑
n,�Q

|〈i; �Q|Hep(�R)| j;�0〉|2J2
n (qzα0),

which represents the transition probability between the |i; �Q〉
and | j;�0〉 states. The value of Hi, j

I is a measure of how strong
the LdOP for e-p interaction couples these states with each
other. The results of Hi, j

I are shown in Fig. 13. Here we

only consider Hi,2p+
I (i = 1s, 2p−, 2pz, 3d−2, 4 f −3) that is

relevant to Figs. 9 and 10. Figure 13 shows that, without
considering the effect of the single-photon process, Hi,2p+

I
(i = 1s, 2p−, 2pz, 3d−2, 4 f −3) decreases with increasing
α0, however, which is still strong enough to be observed
clearly. On the contrary, with including the effect of the single-
photon process, Hi,2p+

I (i = 1s, 3d−2, 4 f −3) increases with

increasing α0, while Hi,2p+
I (i = 2p−, 2pz) first increases and

then decreases with increasing α0. This indicates that Hi,2p+
I

(i = 1s, 2p−, 2pz, 3d−2, 4 f −3) can be effectively modulated
by the ITLF, leading to a laser-modulated MPE since the
intensity of the MPE is directly proportional to Hi,2p+

I (i =
1s, 2p−, 2pz, 3d−2, 4 f −3) as reflected in Eq. (14). Most im-
portantly, the value of Hi,2p+

I (i = 1s, 2p−, 2pz, 3d−2, 4 f −3)
with single-photon process is about 12% of that without
single-photon process for the same ITLF intensity when
α0/a∗ � 1, which is strong enough to be detected in magneto-
optical experiments. Note that the static MPE on shallow-
donor states in semiconductors has been already observed
experimentally in the absence of the ITLF [3]. The above
results indicate that the laser-modulated MPE can be verified
experimentally with present-day techniques.

E. Dynamical magnetopolaron effect

Up to now we find that not only the binding energy but
also the MPE accompanied by the absorption and emission
of a single photon can be tuned by the ITLFs. In particular,
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FIG. 14. The 1s → 2p+ transition energy as a function of α0

for several values of γ and f when the MPE accompanied by
the emission of single photon. For comparison, we consider the
following cases: (1) without any correction (thin dashed curves);
(2) with the polaron effect and single-photon process (dotted curves);
and (3) with the polaron effect, single-photon process, and band
nonparabolicity (solid curves). In (d) the yellow shaded rectangle
denotes the reststrahlen band.

a significant characteristic anticrossing gap is observed for
the branch E (0)

1s + h̄ωLO − h̄ω of the MPE and its resonant
region can be adjusted by changing the radiation frequency.
In this way, the 1s → 2p+ transition accompanied by the
emission of a single photon can be tuned by the ITLFs through
the resonance energy with the LO phonon. The results for
the 1s → 2p+ transition energy including the polaron effect,
single-photon process, and band nonparabolicity are plotted
by the solid curves in Fig. 14 as a function of α0, where
the transition energies without any correction are indicated
by the thin dashed curves for reference. As a comparison we
have also plotted the results including the polaron effect and
single-photon process (dotted curves) in this figure.

From Fig. 14 it is clear that near resonance two transitions
are observed which are a consequence of the liftings of the
E (0)

2p+ and E (0)
1s + h̄ωLO − h̄ω degeneracy, corresponding to a

resonant effect accompanied by the emission of a single
photon, which is similar to the well-known MPE observed
above. Since this effect occurs by changing the ITLFs which
is different from the MPE observed by changing the magnetic
field, we thus call it the dynamical magnetopolaron effect
(DMPE). A considerable characteristic anticrossing gap for
the DMPE is observed in low magnetic field, which can be
adjusted to be far away from the reststrahlen band with an
appropriate choice of the radiation frequency. This in turn
also provides a new way to measure the strength of the e-p
interaction in low magnetic field.

To demonstrate feasibility of experimental observations of
the DMPE, we calculate the OS and H1s,2p+

I with single-
photon process as a function of α0 for different magnetic
fields. The results are shown in Figs. 15 and 16, respectively.
From Fig. 15 it is apparent that the OS is an increasing

FIG. 15. The OS for the 1s → 2p+ transition as a function of
α0 for different γ as indicated. Here γ = 0.1, 1, 2, 3 correspond to
Figs. 14(a)–14(d), respectively.

function of α0, resulting in a remarkable 1s → 2p+ transition
with respect to the static one, which indicates that the 1s →
2p+ transition can be observed experimentally. Figure 16
shows that, as α0 increases, H1s,2p+

I with single-photon pro-
cess increases rapidly at first, after it reaches its maximum,
H1s,2p+

I rapidly decreases with increasing α0. This implies
that the DMPE can be tuned by the ITLF since the intensity
of DMPE is directly proportional to H1s,2p+

I with a single-
photon process. By comparing Fig. 13 with 16, one can see
that the intensity of peak shown in Fig. 16 is about 12% of
those without single-photon process for the same magnetic
field as shown in Fig. 13(a), which is also strong enough
to be detected in magneto-optical experiments, leading to a

FIG. 16. The values of the LdOP transition matrix elements for
the 1s → 2p+ transition with single-photon process as a function of
α0 for different γ as indicated. Here γ = 0.1, 1, 2, 3 correspond to
Figs. 14(a)–14(d), respectively.
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observable DMPE on shallow-donor states in the laser-driven
semiconductor systems.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this study, within the Voigt configuration, we have
studied the characteristics of shallow-donor states in GaAs
semiconductors subjected simultaneously to a static magnetic
and ITLFs. By using a nonperturbative approach in combina-
tion with a variational method, the ITLF effects on the donor
binding energy are investigated in which the ITLF effects are
exactly taken into account through the LdCP for electron-
impurity interaction and the LdOP for e-p interaction. We
used the TdPT to theoretically study the laser-modulated
MPE accompanied by the absorption and emission of a single
photon and the DMPE on donor states in this laser-driven
semiconductor. In conjunction with optical measurements,
the intradonor transition energy including the polaron effect,
single-photon process, and band nonparabolicity was calcu-
lated and discussed. The main conclusions obtained from the
present study are summarized as follows.

We found that the interaction strength of the LdCP in the z
direction can be not only enhanced but also weakened with
increasing α0, while that in the x-y plane is monotonically
weakened, so that the electron localization of the 2pz state can
be tuned by the ITLFs and increased or decreased with respect
to the static electron localization while that of the other states
decreases with increasing α0. For these reasons, the binding
energy of the 2pz state can be larger or smaller than the static
binding energy while that of the other states becomes smaller
than the static one. Moreover, when α0/a∗ � 1, the binding
energy of the donor states is an increasing function of the
magnetic field, while it becomes insensitive to the magnetic
field for γ � 1 when α0/a∗ � 7.

In the polaron nonresonant region, as α0 increases, the
MPC for the 2pz state can either increase or decrease with
respect to the static MPC while that for the other states only
decreases with increasing α0, which is physically consistent
with the variation of the width for the donor states with α0.
By considering the effect of single-photon process, the MPC
for the 2p+ state is larger than that without a single-photon
process, which results from the fact that a new scattering
channel has been opened up for the MPC in this case.

In the resonant region, the laser-modulated MPE accom-
panied by the absorption and emission of a single photon
is observed, which can be tuned to be far away from the
reststrahlen band by changing the radiation frequency. Ten
additional branches of the 1s → 2p+ transition are observed
and its characteristic anticrossing gap can be adjusted to
be significant by varying the ITLFs, which indicates that
such laser-modulated MPE can be detected experimentally.
Interestingly, a novel DMPE with a remarkable characteris-
tic anticrossing gap is clearly observed with an appropriate
choice of the radiation frequency. These novel effects provide
a new direct measure of the e-p interaction in laser-driven
semiconductor systems in low magnetic field.

We have demonstrated that the intriguing laser-modulated
MPE accompanied by the emission and absorption of a single
photon and the novel DMPE on shallow-donor states in GaAs
semiconductors can be measured in the presence of the ITLFs.

FIG. 17. The dependence of the binding energy of the states with
odd z parity, i.e., 3d±

z = |3, ±1, 1〉 and 2pz = |2, 0, 1〉, as a function
of α0 at fixed (a) γ = 0.1 and (b) γ = 3. Here the horizontal dashed
lines represent the static binding energy in the absence of the ITLFs.

Currently, THz FELs have been used to investigate various
materials including doped semiconductors, which makes our
results experimentally testable. We, therefore, hope that our
theoretical predictions can be verified experimentally in the
near future.

In our previous Faraday configuration [28], the interac-
tion strength of the LdCP cannot only be enhanced but
also weakened by varying the magnetic field and the ITLF,
leading to an appreciable effect of cyclotron motion on the
electronic property of shallow-impurity states. In this way, the
binding energy and the MPC for all shallow-impurity states
can be increased or decreased with respect to the static one.
Meanwhile, all binding energies and all transition energies
increase with increasing magnetic field. In sharp contrast, in
the Voigt configuration, the interaction strength of the LdCP
is only affected by the ITLF, so that the effect of cyclotron
motion cannot be observed. More interestingly, the interaction
strength of the LdCP in the x-y plane is only weakened by the
ITLF, so that the binding energy and the MPC for all shallow-
impurity states decrease with increasing α0 except for the
states with odd z parity. Moreover, when α0 is strong enough,
all binding energies become insensitive to the magnetic field.
Meanwhile, the 1s → 2p−, 3d−2, and 4 f −3 transition ener-
gies become a rapid decreasing function of magnetic field,
while the 1s → 2s and 2pz transition energies become insensi-
tive to the magnetic field. Finally, note that similar behaviors
of the MPE have been observed in both configurations, but
only the DMPE is reported in the present work.
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APPENDIX

In this Appendix we investigate the dependence of the
binding energy for the state with odd z parity on the laser-
dressing parameter α0. The results for the 3d±

z = |3,±1, 1〉
and 2pz = |2, 0, 1〉 states are shown in Fig. 17. From this it

is apparent that the nonmonotonic behavior of the binding
energy for the 3d±

z states in the ITLF is similar to that
of the 2pz state. In other words, as α0 increases, the bind-
ing energy of the donor state with odd z parity increases
slightly at first, after reaching a maximum, the binding energy
decreases rapidly. Thus, this nonmonotonic dependence of
the binding energy on α0 is a characteristic property of the
donor state with odd z parity in laser-driven semiconductor
systems.
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